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XSEDE Code of Conduct

This external code of conduct for XSEDE sponsored events represents XSEDE's 
commitment to providing an inclusive and harassment-free environment in all 
interactions regardless of gender, sexual orientation, disability, physical 
appearance, race, or religion. The code of conduct below extends all 
XSEDE-sponsored events, services, and interactions.

Anyone who experiences, observes, or has knowledge of threatening behavior 
are expected to immediately report the incident to a member of the event 
organizing committee, XSEDE staff, or one of the XSEDE Ombudspersons listed 
below. XSEDE reserves the right to take appropriate action.

Reference: https://www.xsede.org/codeofconduct

● Linda Akli, SURA (akli@sura.org)

● Lizanne Destefano, Georgia Tech (lizanne.destefano@ceismc.gatech.edu)



HPC University

HPCU actively seeks participation from all sectors of the 
HPC community to:
● assess the learning and workforce development needs 

and requirements of the community,
● catalog, disseminate and promote peer-reviewed and 

persistent HPC resources,
● develop new content to fill the gaps to address 

community needs,
● broaden access by a larger and more diverse 

community via a variety of delivery methods,
● and pursue other activities as needed to address 

community needs

Reference: http://hpcuniversity.org



Training Chefs Menu

● Section 1: Introduction to Jupyter Notebooks
● Section 2: Python Basics (Goes-instas, Comes-outstas)

○ Output, Math, Variables, Tuples

● Section 3: Modules, Conditionals, Loops
● Section 4: Lists/Dictionaries, Input, Graphs, Scripts, Datafiles 

(Reading, Writing), Dataframes,  Functions



Section 1: Introduction to Jupyter Notebooks



The 5 W’s of Jupyter Notebooks

● What - Open-source web application used to create 
documents that can run embedded code.

● Who - The evolution of IPython initially coded by Fernando 
Pérez from the University of Colorado at Boulder

● When - Released in 2014 
● Where - Used around the world by data scientists, and 

purveyors of scientific computing
● Why - In short, reproducibility, and ease of use. 

Reference: https://jupyter.org



Places that Use Jupyter Hub

● DesignSafe-CI
● PT2050 DataX
● Unidata
● LIGO
● NERSC
● CyberGIS
● GISandbox
● Data Science Academic Resource Kit @ 

Berkley (Spelman Partner)
● AutoAuto.ai



Anaconda Python Data Science Platform



Anaconda with Jupyter Notebooks



Jupyter Notebooks Terminology

Dashboard



Jupyter Notebooks Terminology

Kernels



Jupyter Notebooks Terminology

Toolbar



Jupyter Notebooks Terminology

Cell



Jupyter Notebooks Terminology

Cell Type Dropdown



Hands-on

Open Anaconda → Jupyter Notebooks and then open 
“Jupyter_Intro.ipynb” 

Goals:

● Make a Markdown Cell with a Level 1 Header
● Run the cell to render the Markdown code

○ [Shift]+[Enter] or Click the “▶| Run” button in the Toolbar
● Write and render plain text in Markdown
● Create Lists
● Add a link
● Add LaTeX code



Helpful Hints

● The file extension for Jupyter Notebooks is “.ipyjp”
● Run Jupyter Notebook Cells in descending order.
● If Jupyter seems to have strange responses you can click 

“Kernel” from the toolbar and then “Restart and Clear 
Output” then rerun the cells individually.



Let’s take a break!



Section 2: Python Basics 
(Goes-instas, Comes-outstas)



The 5 W’s of Python

● What - Python is an interpreted, high-level, general-purpose 
programming language.

● Who - Created by Guido van Rossum
● When - First released in 1991 
● Where - 38.8% of the coding world uses this language.
● Why - Python has a design philosophy that emphasizes code 

readability, notably using “significant whitespace”. It 
provides constructs that enable clear programming on both 
small and large scales. 

Reference: https://www.python.org



Python Schism

Python 2 versus Python 3

(Why should I care???)

Python 2 reaches End-of-Life in 
2020

● No Updates
● No Security Patches
● You are on your own

However…..



Hello World Time!

Note: Please create a fresh Python 3 Kernel Jupyter 
Notebook

Goals:

● Run a “Code” cell with a statement in Jupyter 
Notebooks

● Use the print function  print(text)
● Create Comments  # 
● Basic Math (+, -, *, /, %)
● Equivalence (>, <, ==, !=) 
● Create numeric variables  variable = num
● Python Challenge - Associative Property



Congratulations to First-Time Coders!!



Python Challenge - Associative Property

Givens:

a = 3

b = 50

c = 103

Use all that you have learned so far to create a three(3) cell Jupyter Notebook 
that: 

1.  Explains the Associative Property (copy and paste from Wikipedia). 
[Note: The first cell must have at least one (1) header, text, and the 
equation above in LaTeX format]

2. Saves a, b, and c variables with the given values
3. Gives the answer to the above equation both ways. 

When done show a proctor.
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A Bit More About Variables 

Learned so far:

● You can “declare” a variable with variable_name = num
Extended:

● Variable types: 
○ Integer - number = 5
○ Float - number = 5.3
○ Complex - number = 5j
○ String - number = “Five”
○ Boolean - number = True
○ Tuple - number = ( “Three”, 4, 5j)



Section 3: Python Basics 
(Modules, Conditionals, Loops)



What we have done so far...

● Made friendly with Jupyter Notebooks
○ Used Markdown language
○ Generated a custom Jupyter Notebook

■ Linkedin Jupyter Notebook Skill == Intermediate

● Started on the “10,000 hour” road to Python Expert
○ Used the “print” function as well as comments
○ Used and converted multiple variable types
○ Used built in math and equivalence functions

■ Linkedin Python Skill == Beginner 



Goals:

● Import and use a module
○ import math
○ dir(math)

● Create and use a Conditionals
○ if, elif, else 

● Create and use a Loops
○ for, while, range 

● Create and call a Function
○ flip_coin ()

● Python Challenge - Heads or Tails



Modules

A module (similar to libraries in C/C++/JAVA) is a file containing Python 
definitions and statements. In short it adds pre-written functionality to 
your code. 

Common modules:

● Math - exponentials, pi, trig functions, etc. 
● Random - generate random-ish numbers 
● Os - current working directory, list directory, etc.
● Numpy - array as a dataframe object
● Scipy - statistics, optimization, signal processing, etc. 
● Pandas - data sets as dataframe objects
● Matplotlib - primarily used for generating graphs



Equivalence Reminder

Operator Description

== If the values of two operands are equal, then the condition becomes true.

!= If values of two operands are not equal, then condition becomes true.

> If the value of left operand is greater than the value of right operand, then condition becomes 
true.

< If the value of left operand is less than the value of right operand, then condition becomes 
true.

>= If the value of left operand is greater than or equal to the value of right operand, then 
condition becomes true.

<= If the value of left operand is less than or equal to the value of right operand, then condition 
becomes true.



Conditionals

Syntax:

if (condition is true):
    statement
elif (optional condition is true):
    statement_2
else:
    statement_3

The indentation of four(4) spaces is critical for multiple statements.



REMEMBER!! “=” IS NOT THE SAME AS “==”

● a = 5 means set the variable “a” equal to 5 

● a == 5 asks if the value stored in variable “a” is the same as 
the number. The result will output either True or False!



Loops

Syntax:

for x in range:
    statement

while (condition is not 
true):
    statement_2



Python Challenge - 
Flip a Coin, Flip a Coin 10,000 Times

Givens:

Heads =1

Tails = 0

Use all that you have learned so far to create Jupyter Notebook that: 

1. Uses a loop of your choice and conditionals to generate 10,000 random 
numbers each modulus (%) 2 which will give either a 0 or a 1 as a result.

2. Save (or increment += 1) a variable named “heads” equal to the 1’s
3. Save (or increment += 1) a variable named “tails” equal to the 0’s 
4. Print the total number of “heads” and “tails” found in 10,000 flips.

[Hint: You will need to import the “random” module. To generate a random 
number use “random.randint(1,10000)”]

[Hint 2: This program is a bit more complex than the last. Take a moment to 
plan your code before you jump in and start typing. This exercise combines 
several skills, you need to know what you expect before you start.]



Section 4: Python Basics 
(More Syntax, Lists/Dictionaries, Graphs, Input, Try/Except, Scripts, 

Datafiles (Reading, Writing), Dataframes, Functions, Object 
Oriented Programming, The Meaning of Life, and a Survey for the 

Home Game
)



Please open the “Section 4 Examples Notebook”



The important questions for you to answer ….

How are you going to merge Jupyter Notebooks 
and/or Python into:

● Your classes?
● Your research?
● Your grants?



•Please complete a short on-line survey about this module at 

http://bit.ly/xsedemsu.  We value your feedback, and will 

use your feedback to help improve our training offerings.

•Slides from this workshop will be available at

http://hpcuniversity.org/trainingMaterials/243/

Session Survey

http://bit.ly/xsedemsu
http://bit.ly/xsedemsu
http://hpcuniversity.org/trainingMaterials/243/

